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Consumer Preference Changes induced by COVID-19 quarantine for the
General Population United States
Graphs 1 - 6: Each graph is a predicted preference gradient for a specific flavor signature tracked and modeled by Gastrograph AI, a platform for modeling differences in human sensory perception across different demographic tasting
populations to robustly predict the preferences of different combinations of flavor, aroma and texture. Preference models are trained on consumer data from the target population, general population United States, and can be continuously
updated with new observations. The Pre-COVID-19 preference models are trained with data from before lockdown restrictions in mid-March 2020. The Contemporary COVID-19 preference model was trained with data collected after the
lockdown restrictions with special consideration to preference changed that occurred over the course of the pandemic such that the results are most reflective of December 2020 preference states.
The x-axis (decomp) is the relative intensity of that specific flavor’s contribution to a product’s overall sensory profile. The preference gradients above are predicted across all major CPG categories collected by Analytical Flavor systems
including but not limited to: Beer, Brewed Coffee, Brewed Tea, Chips, Juice, Chocolate, Non-Dairy Milk, RTD Tea, RTD Coffee, Sparkling Water, Cookies, CSDs, Spreads, Energy Drinks, Isotonics, Crackers, Cheese, Ice Cream, Bread, NonSparkling Flavored Water, Sauces/Condiments, Fresh Fruit, Bars, Spirits, Milk, Soup, Jams, Hard Selzer, Nuts, Fresh Bakery Items, Non-Chocolate Confections, Kombucha, Wine, Cereal, Yogurt, Instant Noodles, and Cured Meat & Jerky.
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The y-axis (DecompNormPQ) is impact on preference on a 1 – 7 hedonic scale.
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent
social-distancing rules have created a systemic shock to
consumer behavior, particularly within the choice and
consumption of food and beverages. Although behavioral
changes during the pandemic have affected the global food
market, it is unclear which pre-COVID or quarantine
induced trends will remain salient in a post-COVID world
due to shifts in consumer preference. The objective of this
study is to identify post-COVID consumer preference
trends based on predictive sensory analysis.
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Sour and acidity is a complex category of flavors consisting
of a range of organic sour acids, both volatile and nonvolatile. The first row of charts show that certain flavors
within sour and acidity, such as apple cider vinegar have
room to continue to increase their intensity within
products and drive preference (as it currently reaches its
maximum predicted intensity at 10% without showing a
decline in preference), while other flavors, shown in the
second row, have already reached a potential optimal level
without further shifts; in this example, malic acid is most
preferred on average at 6% of flavor profile.
Graph 1: Preference Gradient for apple_cider_vinegar, General
Population US, 2020 Pre-COVID 19

Graph 2: Preference Gradient for apple_cider_vinegar, General
Population US, December 2020

12 additional months: Preferences for sourness will grow
at their current intensity level. Overall level of sourness will
remain at increased levels within the broader post-COVID
market.

Introduction: Analytical Flavor Systems has been collecting
consumer sensory and preference data continuously since
2009. Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
company undertook a longitudinal study of over 600
consumers to understand how consumer behavior changed
and to track sensory preference changes.

Graph 3: Preference Gradient for malic_acid, General Population
US, 2020 Pre-COVID 19

Graph 4: Preference Gradient for malic_acid, General Population
US, December 2020

18 additional months: Preferences for sourness will grow
at their current intensity level. Overall level of sourness will
remain at increased levels within the broader post-COVID
market.
6 additional months: Preferences for high fructose corn
syrup (HFCS) will continue to fall below their current
intensity level. Overall levels of HFCS will decrease within
the broader post-COVID market.

METHODS
By sampling consumer preference for on-market products
in the US, a quantitative predictive model of consumer
preference can be developed. The predictive preference
model was trained using Bayesian additive regression trees
and validated by minimizing the cross entropy of the
prediction via multinomial log-loss. This model can be used
to predict the distribution of a flavor profile’s preference for
flavor profiles tested empirically or generated synthetically
(represented only by data). In this study, data collected on
the Gastrograph Sensory System was split into pre-COVID
and contemporary-COVID training sets (using only data
from the 6 months preceding the start of Quarantine
restrictions, using March 11th as the approximate date) and
a predictive model was built for each time period. The
predictive models were used to predict preferences against
an identical set of products popular in the US market. The
variation in preferences across the products were then used
to regress a preference gradient for specific flavors in order
to identify shifts in preference trends. Finally, we measured
the momentum within each trend to predict the final state
of the market at 6 month, 12 month, and 18 month intervals.

6 additional months: Preferences for sourness will stabilize
at their current intensity level. Overall level of sourness will
remain at increased levels within the broader post-COVID
market.
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12 additional months: Preferences for HFCS will stabilize
far below their current intensity level. Overall level of HFCS
will decrease within the broader post-COVID market.

Graph 5: Preference Gradient for high_fructose_corn_syrup,
General Population US, 2020 Pre-COVID 19

Graph 6: Preference Gradient for high_fructose_corn_syrup,
General Population US, December 2020

Alcoholic Spirits Preference Changes

18 additional months: Preferences for HFCS will stabilize
far below their current intensity level. Overall level of HFCS
will stabilize for core consumers.

Salty Snacks Preference Changes

RESULTS
COVID-19 acted as an accelerant in the
preference acquisition for sour and acidic
flavors in the United States. Specific flavors
such as apple cider vinegar and malic acid
(Graphs 1 - 4) showed a significant
preference boost when predicted across all
product categories.
COVID-19 also acted as an accelerant in
the declining preference of sweetness. This
specifically can be observed for high
fructose corn syrup (Graphs 5 - 6). This
trend was likely accelerated by declining
carbonated soft drink on premise sales
during lockdown restrictions.
This study also predicted preference
changes in certain categories. There was a
significance preference gain for spirit
preferences in both the craft and massmarket sub-categories. Consumers are also
differentiating less based on craft versus
Non-Cognitive Predictors of Student Success:
A Predictive
Validity Comparison Between
Domestic 7).
and International Students
mass-market
(Graph
General US consumers experienced a
preference reversion on their relative
preference for rare (i.e. novel) flavors and
common flavors in the salty snack food
category. Consumers are exhibiting similar
preference for novel versus common
flavors indicating a slight preference
reversion to familiar flavors (Graph 8).
Conclusions:
This study demonstrates the methods and
utility in predicting the changing state of
consumer preference in times of systemic
shock and high impact changes to
consumer behavior.

Graph 7: Each distribution is predicted from a preference model trained with consumer data from before the lockdown
restrictions in the COVID-19 pandemic in the US and during lockdown restrictions respectively, just as the preference
gradients in graphs 1 - 6 were trained

Graph 8: Each distribution is predicted from a preference model trained with consumer data from before the lockdown
restrictions in the COVID-19 pandemic in the US and during lockdown restrictions respectively, just as the preference
gradients in graphs 1 - 6 were trained.

The x-axis is a 7-point hedonic scale and the y-axis is the percentage of the general US population.

The x-axis is a 7-point hedonic scale and the y-axis is the percentage of the general US population.

The “Craft” and ”Mass Market” spirits were chosen arbitrarily as good examples of each respective category. The “craft”
spirits were Lagavulin Scotch Whisky 16 and Port Charlotte Heavily Peated Islay Barley 2011. The “mass-market” spirits
were Jack Daniel's Tennessee Honey, Jameson Cold Brew Irish Whiskey With Coffee, Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey,
Bacardi Premium Cocktail Zombie.

The “rare” distribution represents salty snacks in the US market that contain flavors that have a low degree of
prevalence other salty snacks profiled in the United States. The specific “rare” flavors were arbitrary chosen as good
representation of uncommon flavors in the salty snack category: cassava, ginseng, pumpernickel, tamarind, olive,
coconut, and soy sauce.
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